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4 Determination of grain size by 
“friction” sound 

An important parameter in the study of graded sediment transport is the 
grain size of the sediment. Present techniques, based on sediment sampling 
and laboratory analyses, are unable to determine sediment grain size 
quantitatively and rapidly with a high spatial resolution. The level of friction 
sound, generated when a detector probe is towed over the sea floor, is 
measured in a field experiment off the Dutch coast. The results of this 
campaign indicate that the friction-sound level reveals the characteristics of 
the sea-bottom. Laboratory experiments are initiated to understand these 
field measurements and show a one-to-one relation between sound level and 
the median grain size of the sediment. These results have been used to 
calibrate the friction-sound measurements of the experiments in the LWF. 
Though the physics of the friction-sound measurements is not yet fully 
understood, the validation experiments show that the technique can give 
already high-resolution qualitative results on sediment composition and has a 
large potential for the development of a detector for in-situ quantitative 
monitoring of sediment grain size. 
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4.1 Introduction 
Determination of sediment characteristics is normally based on core or box-core samples, 
analysed in the laboratory. Since the coring and analyses are a tedious, labour intensive 
and therefore costly, relative few locations can be sampled. Especially sedimentary 
systems, with a large spatial variability, require dense sampling. Grain sizes can vary on 
the scale of current and wave ripples and it can be questioned whether point sampling 
with cores or box-cores is representative for the surrounding area; the more since such 
samples contain a sediment mixture averaged over a certain depth. From the perspective 
of accurate and fast assessments, new technologies are required. 

In the last decade, the MEDUSA (Multiple-Element Detector for Underwater Sediment 
Activity) system has been developed (de Meijer, 1998). This system contains various 
sensors to monitor sediment properties and is towed over the sediment bed. Its main 
sensor is a highly sensitive γ-ray detector, recording γ-radiation spectra emitted by the 
naturally occurring radionuclides. These measurements are “translated” to sediment 
characteristics as sand/mud ratios via a “fingerprinting” method (see chapter 3 and de 
Meijer, 1998; de Meijer et al., 1997; Venema et al., 1999a) The radiometric measurements 
require contact between the detector and sediment bed. MEDUSA contains a simple 
microphone to monitor this contact. The friction between detector casing and sediment 
will generate noise (friction sound) during towing, and a drop in the noise level is an 
indicator for situations where the detector gets “off-bottom”. 
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Figure 4.1: Friction-sound level of the lines towed off the coast of the Dutch Frisian island Ameland. 

During the measurements of heavy mineral distributions off the coast of Ameland (see 
Figure 1.5) also variations in friction sound were measured. These friction-sound levels 
are plotted in Figure 4.1. This figure illustrates that areas with enhanced friction sound 
intensities are present, about 4-6 km off shore. Such spatial correlations are also found in 
later studies involving the MEDUSA system (e.g. Venema et al., 1999c). The variations seem 
to be correlated to grain size, sand or mud concentrations or variations in bottom 
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morphology. Which parameters can be correlated to the friction-sound measurements is , 
however, not yet understood. 

The relation between bottom properties and acoustic emissions generated by friction 
have been studied before by Mitchell et al. (1983). These authors developed a system that 
measures the grain size when a rigid object as a penetrometer is pushed into the soil. In 
these measurements, soil grains sliding and rolling over another and over the penetrating 
object generate these acoustic emissions. Their study showed that the amplitudes of the 
acoustic emissions are a function of the median grain size of the soil, the packing and 
water saturation of the soil and of the penetration rate. Moreover, the frequency 
distribution of this sound is constant and independent of grain size or penetration rate. 

This chapter focuses on the measurements of friction sound on the upper layer of 
sediment. Therefore, laboratory experiments are used to investigate the variations of 
friction sound as function of grain size. Finally an attempt will be made to understand the 
phenomenon based on a simple physical model. 

4.2 Laboratory study 

4.2.1 Incentive 
The cause of the spatially coherent variations in friction sound observed in sea-floor 
measurements (Figure 4.1), is still unclear. The generation of sound by the detector 
casing, towed over the sediment, may be envisaged by rubbing a piece of sandpaper over 
a steel tube. The size and type of sediments are likely to have large impact on the 
measured friction-sound levels. Since in nature the properties of sediment (e.g. size, 
roundness, sphericity) are difficult to determine, the importance of these properties have 
to be studied under controlled conditions. Another parameter that may influence or 
generate the measured friction sound is the presence of ripple structures. Similar to a 
wash-board, the “bumping” of the detector system over the ripple structures may 
generate and influence sound levels. Table 4.1 gives an overview of parameters that may 
generate and influence the measured friction sound. 

Once the friction-sound level is generated by one of the driving parameters, other 
parameters can influence the measured results. Parameters like towing speed and towing 
direction can vary during a survey and it is important to know whether and how these 
effects influence results. The shape and acoustic properties of the setting within the 
measuring device do not change during a survey, but are relevant in calibration and 
quantification of the data.  

Table 4.1: Overview of possible driving mechanisms and parameters that influence the measured friction 
sound. 

Driving parameters Influencing conditions 

Sediment characteristics 

• sediment size 
• sediment type (shells/ sand/ clays) 
• sediment shape (rounded vs. angular) 
 

Ripple structures 

• small scale ripples 
• large scale ripples 

towing speed 

shape/acoustic properties of detector 

direction of towing over morphology 
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To determine the physical mechanisms leading to the generation of friction sound a 
systematic analysis of the possible driving-mechanisms and influencing-parameters under 
controlled conditions is a first approach. In this framework, two experiments have been 
conducted under controlled laboratory conditions. Experiments in the LWF were 
focussed on the relation between friction sound, grain size and ripple structures. In 
experiments in the Scheldt flume (series D) special attention is paid to the relation 
between friction sound intensity, grain size and towing velocity (see also chapter 2). 

4.2.2 Experimental set-up 
The experiments in the LWF studied sediment transport on a coastal profile. After 
several hours sediments have been redistributed over the profile and at certain locations 
ripple structures and a breaker bar have been formed. In between wave conditions, the 
profile was surveyed at a constant speed with a bed-profiler and with the MEDUSA 
system. After the experiments, water has been drained from the flume and sediment 
samples were taken along the profile. These samples were analysed on their grain-size 
distribution by sieving. The analyses of these experiments are used to investigate the 
importance of grain size variations and ripple structures on the friction-sound level. 

The experiment in the Scheldt flume focused on the investigation of the relation between 
sound level and median grain size of the sediment and the effect of variations in towing 
speed. Moreover, an attempt has been made to determine the frequency distributions of 
the measured sound levels. To determine the relation between friction sound and known 
variations in grain size of the sediment, patches of sediment of various grain sizes 
(ranging from 60 µm to 350 µm) with a length of about 2 m and with a thickness of 
approximately 1 cm were placed on top of the profile. The morphologic changes induced 
by the patches of sand were not larger than the small-scale ripple structures already 
present. MEDUSA was towed over the bed at two velocities (0.1 ms-1 and 0.2 ms-1), both 
before and after the placement of the grain-size patches. These measurements were 
repeated to assess the repeatability. It should be pointed out that the velocities are an 
order of magnitude lower than velocities that are reached in the field (typically a few ms-

1). 

For the measurements in the Scheldt flume, the normal MEDUSA detector casing was too 
large and the system has been divided over two tubes (each with a length of 0.4 m), made 
of the same material as the standard tube. In one tube the γ-ray detector was located, in 
the other tube the electronics and microphone were placed (see Figure 2.4 and Figure 
4.2). Both tubes were placed on a PVC sledge to prevent pile up of sediment in front of 
the tubes. A metal rod connected the sledge to a movable carriage. The tube with the 
microphone was connected with small ropes to the moveable arm, such that vibrations 
other than coming from the sediment could not influence the sound signal. 

The standard microphone of the MEDUSA system was sampled each 10-1 second and 
integrated over at least 1 s. An analysis that determines the contribution of different 
frequencies >1Hz to the sound signal is not possible on this digitally sampled sound. To 
determine the mechanisms driving the sound level variations, two additional analogue-
sampled sensors were added to the system: an additional microphone and accelerometer 
gave the opportunity to sample an analogue signal with different frequency resolutions. 
Both sensors were placed in a PVC box within the same detector tube (see Figure 4.2) as 
the standard microphone on the electronics board. A spectrum analyser has been coupled 
to the system to determine the frequency distribution; the spectra and analogue signals 
were digitally stored with a sampling frequency of 1 kHz. 
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Figure 4.2: Schematic presentation of the tube with microphones, accelerometer and electronics in the 
laboratory experiment.  

4.2.3 Results 
Effects of grain size and ripple structures on friction sound 
The experiments in the LWF were designed to investigate coastal profile evolution under 
storm conditions (Newe et al., 1999; Peters and Dette, 1999). During the experiment, a 
breaker bar develops at x=220m and at a water depth of 1-2m (Figure 4.3). “Seawards” 
of the breaker bar, the profile morphology is characterised by a smooth region 
(190<x<215 m), followed by a region (140<x<190 m) with relatively large ripple 
structures (with a typical length of 3 m, and height of 0.2 m). 

In Figure 4.3, the variation of sound level along the profile is shown for two 
measurements. The sound level is high on the breaker bar (x= 220 m), shows a decrease 
towards x=190 m, in the smooth region, increases at about x=185 m and remains 
constant towards deeper water (x= 80 m). It is remarkable that the scatter in sound level 
is low in the region where ripples are absent. The sound level is measured in two 
successive runs to determine the repeatability of the signal. These results show that most 
of the small-scale fluctuations are reproduced, but some of the scatter differs for both 
measurements. This indicates that the small-scale fluctuations can reflect real physical 
properties, but part of the scatter should be related to statistical fluctuations. 

To investigate a possible relation between sound level and grain size of sediment, samples 
of the top layer of the sediment are collected at various locations of the bed after the 
water is drained from the flume. After drying and sieving, the grain-size distribution is 
measured. The mean grain-size (d50) values (dots) are presented in the top part of Figure 
4.3 together with the sound-intensity level (lines). The two data sets show a remarkable 
correspondence: large grain sizes correspond to large friction-sound levels; smaller grain 
sizes are related to low friction-sound levels. 

The results presented in Figure 4.3, indicate that grain size and sound intensity are 
related, but there is also a relation between the lower sound level, absence of scatter in 
the sound level and the absence of ripple structures. The sound level exhibits a spiky 
behaviour, when ripple structures are present. In the smooth region (between x=190-220 
m) and on the “seaward” part of the breaker bar such spikes are hardly present. If the 
sound level is affected by morphologic variations due to ripple structures, the length scale 
of the variations in sound level will be related to the length scale of the ripple structures. 
It is observed that small ripple structures (with a typical length and height of 0.5 m and 
0.05 m respectively) are flattened by the sledge of the detector. Therefore, the influence 
of mega-ripples (with a length between 0.5 and 5 m and heights between 0.05 and 0.5 m) 
is investigated by applying a Fourier transform to filter the sound level from variations 
with length scales <5 metres. Figure 4.4 shows the filtered sound pattern in comparison 
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with the d50 value. Apparently, the small-scale variations superimposed on the sound level 
do not have an influence on the large-scale trend of sound level. It seems that the large-
scale trend in sound level reflects the grain-size variations of the bed whilst sound level 
variations correlated with small-scale changes in morphology (like ripple structures) are 
superimposed as scatter on this trend. Whether these small-scale variations are directly 
the result of “bumping” on morphologic features or whether they arise from the very 
small-scale grain-size variations due to sediment sorting within ripple structures cannot 
be concluded from the present experiments. If this sorting of sediments on ripple 
structures causes these effects, grain sizes will vary between 200 and 450 µm within 2 m 
(see Figure 4.3). Such variations are not unrealistic. 
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Figure 4.3: Friction-sound level (lines) of two repeated measurements and grain size (dots) distribution 
(upper plot) along the profile (lower plot) in the LWF, Germany. 
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Figure 4.4: Filtered sound level (line) and grain size (points) of the profile from measurements in the LWF, 
Germany. 
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Effects of grain size and towing speed on friction sound  
The experiments in the Scheldt flume focus on the effects of grain size and towing speed 
on the friction-sound level.  

After the placement of the grain size patches, the sediment is drowned under 
approximately 0.7 m water and the sound level is measured at two velocities (0.1 and 0.2 
ms-1). Three runs are made for each velocity. To determine a relation between grain size 
and the measured sound levels, the three successive measurements are averaged and the 
friction-sound levels are averaged over the region of each grain size patch.  

The sound signals are log-amplified in the electronics. To determine the linear sound 
signal, the sound data are normalised by the maximum sound level and transformed to 
the sound intensity, I, by calculating I=10sound level. These results are presented in Figure 4.5. 
The uncertainties in the sound intensity represent the standard deviation of the sound 
intensity over the specific patch. The results from Figure 4.5 corroborate the conclusions 
from the previous experience that there is a positive relation between grain size and 
sound intensity. A linear curve of the function:  

bdaI += )( 50  (4.1) 

is fitted through the data points. The results of these fits are given in Table 4.2 and Figure 
4.5. These results show that the sound intensity varies similarly with grain size for the two 
velocities (same a-parameter), but the curves are transposed for a higher towing velocity: 
for a doubling in towing velocity, the sound intensities are on average 20% higher. 

These results show that the friction sound intensities depend linearly on the grain size. 
The relation is independent of towing velocity, but the magnitude of the sound levels is, 
at low speeds, determined by the towing velocity. 

Table 4.2: Fit parameters according to equation (4.1). 

Velocity (ms-1) a b 
0.1 0.0086 (0.0009) 3.8 (0.12) 
0.2 0.0083 (0.0009) 4.6 (0.14) 
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Figure 4.5: Correlation between sound level and grain size of the patches. 
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Frequency distribution of the sound 
To determine the effect of grain size variations on the frequency distributions of the 
friction sound, two extra sensors (an additional microphone and accelerometer) are 
sampled with a frequency of 1 kHz. However, analysis of the total sound intensity of 
these sensors shows no correlation with the grain size distribution. The absence of a 
correlation with grain size is remarkable, especially since the measurements with the 
“normal” microphone do show a clear correlation in the same experiments. An 
explanation of this deviation can probably be found in the set-up of the system. The 
analogue detectors are placed in the same tube as the standard system. The standard 
microphone is placed on the electronics board, but the analogue sensors are glued in a 
PVC box of which the sides have a thickness of approximately 3 mm. Apparently, the 
electronics and PVC box have totally different acoustic properties that influence the 
measured signals strongly. Since there is no correlation between the measured sound 
intensities and grain size, the data have not been analysed on their frequency distribution. 

4.3 Assessment of experiments 
The exploratory laboratory experiments show that there is a one-to-one relation between 
the median grain size of the sediment and friction sound intensity. The median grain size 
can be the driving mechanism in the generation of friction sound, but towing speed 
influences the sound level for small towing velocities (between 0.1-0.2 ms-1). The 
presence of ripple structures on the sediment bed generates extra scatter on the signal. 
Whether this scatter is the result of actual grain size variations due to sediment sorting on 
ripple structures or due to “bumping” of the detector over the morphology is not yet 
clear.  

The experiments indicate that grain size is an important parameter in the friction sound 
generation. To understand this relation, a schematic model is presented that describes a 
mechanism of friction sound generation by the scratching of sediment grains.  

4.3.1 Model 
Sound is generated when phonons are produced by the breaking or excitation of atomic 
or molecular bonds.  When a plate moves over the sediment, the amount of produced 
phonons is a function of the total amount of material of the plate that is replaced.  

When a plate rests on sediment grains, the weight per unit of surface of the plate, W, will 
be balanced by the total pressure on the grains, P. The sediment grains are not a flat 
surface, and we assume that the plate can “fold” over the grains like a rubber bicycle 
tube, that will adjust to the surface of the road when a weight (embodied by a person) is 
placed on the bicycle (see Figure 4.6). Of course this will only occur within certain 
constraints, similar to a rubber tube that will not fold around a pushpin but will tear. 

2R
 

Figure 4.6: A plate resting on sediment grains with diameter 2R, will slightly “fold” over the grains for an 
optimum distribution of pressure.  

The total pressure P is a function of the weight of the plate, W, the number of grains, N, 
and the contact surface per grain, S : 
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SN
WP = . (4.2)

Since the weight of the plate rests on the sediment surface, the weight W is balanced by 
the pressure and: 

constantSN
P
W == . (4.3)

This means that by decreasing the number of grains (or increasing the diameter R), the 
grains will push slightly further in the plate and the contact surface S will increase. 

When the plate starts to move, the grains will form parallel grooves in the plate (Figure 4.7) 
instead of “holes” that are formed in the static case. Also for this situation, the weight of 
the plate is balanced by the pressure on the grains (equation (4.3)). 
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Figure 4.7: Schematic presentation of a parallel grooves, formed when a plate moves over sediment grains. 

The friction-sound intensity (I) is a function of the total replaced material of the plate. In 
case of a moving plate, the volume compressed or scratched by the grains is determined 
by the cross section of the grain (A) and the length of the groove (L) (see Figure 4.7): 

NAlI = . (4.4)

The length L is a function of the velocity of the plate. 

If the grain size decreases, the number of grains per unit width that form the parallel 
grooves increases as a function of R. The surface area A, scales with R2 and equation (4.4) 
becomes: 

RLLR
R

NAlI ≅≅= 21 . (4.5)

Equation (4.5) shows that friction sound intensity is linearly related to grain size and is 
also a function of the length L, which depends on the towing velocity.  

This model shows that the friction-sound intensity is a function of towing velocity but 
does not indicate whether this relation is linear or not. In the laboratory, measurements 
are made at low speeds. In these measurements, friction sound is clearly a function of 
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velocity (Figure 4.5). In the field measurements, velocities are in general a factor 10 larger. 
In different field surveys we observed that after the initiation of motion of the detector, 
sound levels reach a level that does not change much with varying speed. These 
observations suggest that the effect of towing velocity on sound intensity is not linear but 
decreases with increasing velocity. However, further research is necessary to better 
determine this relation. 

4.4 Calibration friction sound intensity LWF 
To use the sound intensities measured in the Large Wave Flume for determining grain 
size variations, grain-size samples are used to calibrate the signal. After three experiments, 
sediment samples are taken from the profile. These samples are compared to the sound 
intensity signals measured on the final profiles of these experiments. To avoid errors in 
the localisation of the sediment samples with respect to the measurements of friction 
sound intensity (with a spatial resolution of 0.5 m), friction sound intensities are averaged 
over 7 data points. The standard deviation in this average is defined as the uncertainty in 
the friction-sound measurements. These measurements and the linear fit according to 
equation (4.1) are presented in Figure 4.8. For clarity, measurements with relative 
uncertainties >10 % are omitted from the graph and the fit. Analysing the data with and 
without these data points shows that the fit parameters remain constant.  

The results in Figure 4.8 show clearly that also for these experiments a linear relation 
between friction sound intensity and grain size is present. Moreover, the relation is 
similar for the three experiments. Equation (4.1) is fitted (χ2

red=6) with parameters: 
a=0.0102 (0.0005) and b=1.45 (0.12). These parameters are used to determine the grain 
size distributions in the LWF experiments from the measurements of friction sound in 
chapter 6. 
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Figure 4.8: Sound intensities measured with MEDUSA and related grain sizes measured from sediment 
samples of 3 experiments and the best fit according to equation (4.1). 

4.5 Conclusions 
The experiments show that the friction sound intensities are related to grain size. This 
relation can be explained by a simple physical model. This model shows that friction-
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sound intensity is linearly related to grain size. The experiments that aimed to gain 
information on the frequency distribution of the friction sound indicate that the shape 
and material of the sensors casing are of crucial importance in the determination of the 
friction sound.  

The linear relation between friction sound intensity and grain size is used to calibrate the 
friction sound intensities measured in the LWF experiments. A comparison of data sets 
of grain size from sediment samples of three experiments shows that the relation is 
constant throughout the experiments and can be fitted with the model. This calibration is 
used to determine grain size variations in the experiments described in chapter 6. 

For further research, the effect of towing velocity should be considered in more detail, 
and experiments are planned to measure the relation between sound level and towing 
velocities at speeds similar to those of field measurements. The frequency distribution of 
the sound can probably give more information on the exact mechanisms that generate 
the sound level variations and can quantify the model presented in this chapter. This 
quantification will help to optimise the shape and material of the detector system.  

Present investigations show that by measuring friction sound intensities detailed 
information on sediment properties can be measured, that is yet qualitative but can be 
calibrated to quantitative results.  


